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(57) ABSTRACT 

In conjunction With the dial-up public telephone system, 
voice quality lines carry videophone signals for monitoring a 
multitude of locations from at least one central station for use 
in a variety of applications, such as for security, surveillance, 
quality control and inspection, regulation of food and/or other 
standards in food-related and other facilities, market 
research, remote monitoring of deposit and Withdrawal of 
funds at bank vaults, grocery chains, convenience stores, and 
the like. At the central station, telephonic interface apparatus 
is actuated by a control unit to selectively accomplish a tele 
phonic connection With a remote location. Displays include 
the scene at the remote location and related graphic data. 
During routine operation, remote locations are displayed in 
sequence to at least one operator. Such operation may be 
interrupted either from a remote location or central station in 
the event of an urgency. In such an event, the concerned 
scrutiny location is displayed for further communication 
involving status, camera selection, camera con?guration, 
audio, video and so on. Incoming calls from scrutiny stations 
imply an urgent situation for immediate display. The called 
number, by dialed number identi?cation system (DNIS) may 
indicate the status While the calling number identi?es the 
location by automatic number identi?cation (ANI) signals. 
Alternative signaling and code techniques afford ?exible 
operation as With respect to various graphic and status indi 
cations available for displays. 
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VIDEOPHONE SYSTEM FOR SCRUTINY 
MONITORING WITH COMPUTER CONTROL 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application is a continuation application of 
application Ser. No. 11/205,250, entitled “VIDEOPHONE 
SYSTEM FOR SCRUTINY MONITORING WITH COM 
PUTER CONTROL,” ?led Aug. 16, 2005, noW alloWed, 
Which is a continuation application of application Ser. No. 
08/407,064, entitled “VIDEOPHONE SYSTEM FOR 
SCRUTINY MONITORING WITH COMPUTER CON 
TROL,” ?led on Mar. 20, 1995, now US. Pat. No. 7,019,770, 
Which is a continuation application of application Ser. No. 
08/067,783, entitled “VIDEOPHONE SYSTEM FOR 
SCRUTINY MONITORING WITH COMPUTER CON 
TROL,” ?led on May 25, 1993, noW abandoned, Which is a 
continuation-in-part application of application Ser. No. 
08/031,235, entitled “VIDEOPHONE SYSTEM FOR 
SCRUTINY MONITORING WITH COMPUTER CON 
TROL,” ?led on Mar. 12, 1993, now US. Pat. No. 5,412,708. 
The subject matter in all the above-identi?ed co-pending and 
commonly oWned applications is incorporated herein by ref 
erence. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The present invention relates generally to scrutiny 
systems and more particularly to a videophone system for 
monitoring remote locations from a central unit for use in a 
variety of applications, such as for security, surveillance, 
quality control and inspection, regulation of food and/ or other 
standards in food-related and other facilities, market 
research, remote monitoring of deposit and WithdraWal of 
funds at bank vaults, grocery chains, convenience stores, and 
the like. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] Over the years, a multitude of security and surveil 
lance systems have been proposed for monitoring various 
locations for different reasons. For example, it is particularly 
desirable to monitor locations involving some exposure to 
risk or peril. Generally, the objectives have included discour 
aging an intruder, notifying security personnel, as police, and 
providing some form of record of any criminal or culpable 
activity. 
[0004] Various forms of photographic devices have been 
proposed for use in security systems; hoWever, the advent of 
television substantially enhanced the possibilities for scrutiny 
or surveillance of a location. In that regard, large modern 
of?ce buildings are seldom Without an internal closed-circuit 
system With a guard station displaying several signi?cant 
locations Within the building. Accordingly, a single guard can 
monitor a siZeable building, summoning help to a problem 
location. Furthermore, it has been proposed to record televi 
sion monitor displays for subsequent study and analysis in the 
event ofa crisis. 
[0005] While previous monitoring systems have been 
effective, particularly in conjunction With a single facility, 
there have been attendant limitations. For example, simple 
television displays often do not clearly manifest a potential or 
existing problem. Also, such systems are not susceptible to 
programmed operation at a remote central processor, 
enabling an expert to ?exibly and remotely monitor a siZeable 
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number of individual locations. Furthermore, in accordance 
hereWith, the present invention recogniZes the need to expand 
the capability of monitoring to accommodate security loca 
tions over a Widely distributed area. As a further consider 
ation, needs also are recogniZed for increased communication 
capability, enhanced displays and expanded control of the 
displays. 
[0006] Surveillance of facilities for reasons other then 
security traditionally involve substantial human involvement. 
For example, routine inspection of facilities to control quality, 
regulate and maintain food and/ or other standards at franchise 
and/or company-oWned locations (e.g. fast food facilities) or 
the like, traditionally have required personal visits to such 
facilities by inspectors employed for such purposes. Unfor 
tunately, more time and expense is incurred in traveling to and 
from different facilities than is desirable. Moreover, as a 
practical matter, speci?c inspectors and/or branch managers 
are assigned to speci?c areas, resulting in a need for more 
inspectors dedicated to inspecting limited areas. The present 
invention recogniZes the need to perform inspections as for 
controlling quality, etc. at remote locations over a Widely 
distributed area from a central location. 

[0007] LikeWise, the present invention recogniZes the need 
for remote monitoring of deposit and/ or WithdraWal of funds 
or executing other transactions at bank vaults, grocery chains 
or convenience stores, and the like, to deter foulplay and/or 
prevent burglaries. In addition, the need for conducting dis 
crete or interactive market research is also recogniZed. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0008] Generally, the system of the present invention 
involves monitoring and communicating With a plurality of 
remote, Widely distributed locations, from a central unit uti 
liZing dial-up telephone facilities in today’s computer envi 
ronment With voice quality lines under computer control. 
Speci?cally, the dynamic graphics of telephonic video along 
With audio capabilities are combined With the interactive 
capability of computers to attain an effective scrutiny or sur 
veillance system. The system of the present invention con 
templates use for applications ranging from, prevention of 
armed robberies and burglaries to quality control and regula 
tion, as of food and sanitation standards, as in food related 
facilities and the like, discrete or interactive monitoring for 
market research, monitoring of deposit and WithdraWal of 
funds, as at bank vaults, grocery chains and convenience 
stores, and so on. 

[0009] In the disclosed embodiment of the present inven 
tion, videophone cameras and speakerphones or regular tele 
phone instruments (for one-Way or tWo-Way communication) 
are placed at remote locations to communicate With a central 
system that may include several communication and control 
stations. A video scene display (depicting motion and color) 
may be provided With graphics, audio and data signals at each 
communication and control station. The control station may 
utiliZe Well knoWn image enhancement techniques to alloW 
high resolution images for closer observation. 
[0010] In one exemplary operating format, identi?cation 
designations for scrutiny locations are provided in sequence 
to address a memory for fetching telephone numbers and/or 
graphic display data. Accordingly, in sequence, scrutiny loca 
tions are dialed up via the public telephone system to obtain 
audio-video communication providing an image of the loca 
tion scene. Additionally, data associated With the location is 
graphically displayed for convenient reference. For example, 
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it should be noted that for security applications, response time 
(e.g., to call the police) is often critical, thus having and 
displaying the data in conjunction With the video alloWs for 
action to be taken immediately if required, either automati 
cally or manually. Note also that the display also may include, 
the location and graphical data indicative of the ?oor plan of 
the premise scrutinized, for example the physical location of 
entry/exit points and the corresponding streets provided 
simultaneously With the video scene images. 
[0011] The sequence of displays may be random or prede 
termined, as programmed along With intervals of display. For 
example, a remote location under scrutiny might be observed 
for thirty seconds once every ten minutes. Alternatively, at a 
single remote location, varying in observation times for dif 
ferent cameras installed may be programmed. For example, 
When vieWing a bank having a plurality of cameras, the vieW 
from a ?rst camera might be taken for tWenty seconds, fol 
loWed by a vieW from a second camera for ten seconds, then 
zooming onto a vault that Would appear in the vieW from a 
third camera for ten seconds. 
[0012] For each scene display, a graphic display of perti 
nent data is provided, for example, indicating the telephone 
number, the location name, e. g. a bank, market or inspection 
site, the address of the location, the telephone number of the 
police station serving the location for security applications, 
key personnel at the location and so on. When monitoring 
banks and other types of locations susceptible to robbery, the 
status or nature of the situation, e.g., an “emergency” or 
“alert”, also may be displayed. A detector for detecting situ 
ations When a camera is inoperative, as Where the lens is 
covered to prevent observation, may be used to convey 
another “alert” situation. 
[0013] On command, either from a scrutiny location or the 
central station, a communication may be commanded to indi 
cate a situation. Special controls may be instituted enabling 
manifestations at the scrutiny location to initiate action or 
alter the display. Special operations also may be commanded 
through a videophone, either on manual initiative or auto 
matically by sensor apparatus. 
[0014] A video recorder and/or printer may be located at a 
remote location or central unit for selectively or continuously 
obtaining a video recording or computer printout of displays. 
[0015] Multiple control units may be employed to monitor 
Widely distributed locations With capabilities to route calls to 
each other in the event all the communication lines are occu 
pied and there is a considerable backlog of calls may also be 
prioritized. 
[0016] At each control unit, multiple operators at single 
monitors may be utilized, With calls sequenced to each opera 
tor depending upon the cumulative handling capability of 
each operator. For example, if a particular operator is han 
dling calls at the average rate of six seconds each, calls to that 
operator Will be sequenced at that rate. Alternatively, a single 
operator vieWing a single monitor or multiple monitors is also 
contemplated. Furthermore, selective distribution of calls 
may be appropriate, for example calls reporting on “emer 
gency” situations may be forwarded to a particular operator 
trained in emergency procedures. Alternatively, calls may be 
routed to the next available operator. In addition, as the calls 
are queued in sequence, calls reporting “emergency” or 
“alert” situations may precede other routing calls in accor 
dance With an override feature. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0017] A complete understanding of the invention and its 
advantages may be gained from a consideration of the fol 
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loWing description of some disclosed embodiments taken in 
conjunction With the accompanying draWings, in Which: 
[0018] FIG. 1 is a high-level block diagram of one embodi 
ment of the system in accordance With the present invention; 
[0019] FIG. 2 is a fragmentary diagrammatic plan vieW of a 
scrutiny location illustrating sensor and camera locations for 
an exemplary installation; 
[0020] FIG. 3 is a more detailed block diagram of basic 
components in an exemplary system of the present invention; 
[0021] FIG. 4 is a graphic representation of a display of the 
system of FIG. 3; 
[0022] FIG. 5 is a graphic representation of a portion of the 
control panel of an element in the system of FIG. 3; 
[0023] FIG. 6 is a someWhat detailed block diagram of the 
central station portion of the disclosed system in accordance 
With the present invention; 
[0024] FIG. 7 is a logic diagram illustrating the operation 
program of the system of FIG. 6; 
[0025] FIG. 8 is a detailed block diagram of a portion of the 
disclosed system in accordance With the present invention at 
a remote location; 
[0026] FIG. 9 is a someWhat detailed block diagram of the 
central station portion of the disclosed system in accordance 
With an alternative embodiment of the present invention; 
[0027] FIG. 10 is a logic diagram illustrating the operation 
program of the system of FIG. 9; and 
[0028] FIG. 11 is a fragmentary diagrammatic representa 
tion of a storage cell as may be formatted in the system of the 
present invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

[0029] As indicated above, a signi?cant aspect of the sys 
tem of the present invention is based on recognizing that a 
dial-up public telephone system may be effectively utilized 
for scrutiny communication betWeen a plurality of remote 
scrutiny or surveillance locations and a central station. More 
speci?cally, it has been recognized that for an effective secu 
rity or surveillance system, dial-up voice quality lines, such as 
standard analog lines, may be employed in conjunction With 
videophone equipment, computer facilities, sensing appara 
tus and various forms of telephonic equipment as voice gen 
erators, auto dialers and D-channel or in-band signaling appa 
ratus for example. In that regard, a dial-up public telephone 
system TS is illustrated in FIG. 1 (upper central) affording 
effective communication betWeen a plurality of remote loca 
tions L1-Ln and at least one central unit CU. 

[0030] The remote locations L1-Ln may involve a Wide 
variety of scrutiny or surveillance locations, for example, 
markets such as grocery chains and convenience stores, 
banks, Warehouses, residences, automatic tellers, restaurants, 
factories, plants, businesses, parking structures and so on. 
Essentially, each location L1-Ln is equipped With at least one 
videophone capability (described beloW) to provide tele 
phonic signals through the telephone system TS to accom 
plish a display at the central unit CU. Along With video signal 
display, under manual or computer control, audio and data 
signals are employed to supplement and enhance monitoring 
operations. In that regard, each of the locations L1-Ln may 
incorporate several video speakerphones (With one-Way and 
tWo-Way communication and echo canceling), cameras, sen 
sors, sWitches, automatic dialing devices and computer 
memory capability for initiating and responding to com 
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mands from the central unit CU, as Well as, initiating various 
actions to accomplish change or to accommodate special 
circumstances. 
[0031] The central unit CU incorporates a telephonic inter 
face, control and sequence-sWitching computer 12 coupled to 
a plurality of videophone monitor stations V1-Vn. Accord 
ingly, in one format, during routine operation, the videophone 
stations V1-Vn simply provide a sequence of combined 
audio, scene and graphic displays revealing situations at iden 
ti?ed remote locations L1-Ln. In the event of special circum 
stances manifesting an “alert” or “emergency” situation, for 
example, one or more of the videophone stations V1 -Vn then 
is initially dedicated to monitoring and communicating With 
one or more of the locations L1-Ln experiencing a special 
situation. 
[0032] The videophone terminals may be supplemented, as 
for an emergency. Speci?cally, cellular telephone capability 
may be provided for independent communication. As indi 
cated beloW, such capability also may be important at loca 
tions L1-Ln. 

[0033] As suggested above, a special situation, (e. g., 
“emergency” or “alert”) is initiated either from the central 
unit CU or any one of the remote locations L1-Ln. Essentially, 
in response to a location-sensed special situation, dial-up 
operations are initiated to accomplish a “special situation” 
connection from one or more of the videophone stations 
V1 -Vn so as to monitor and potentially affect the situation at 
one of the scrutiny locations L1-Ln. 

[0034] As another consideration, police involvement may 
be commanded by communication from the computer 12 to a 
police facility 14 Which may in turn afford communication 
With various police capabilities including mobile units and 
emergency teams. Alternatively or additionally, under certain 
conditions, a call is automatically placed to the police facility 
14 giving a message in the form of an alarm With data. Spe 
ci?cally for example, under prede?ned conditions, the con 
trol computer 12 actuates an autodialer to dial up the police 
facility on a speci?c line. For example, an operator at a 
terminal might Wear an earphone that is coupled to the police 
call line. Accordingly, on vieWing the display, the operator 
Would immediately be in contact With the police and could 
describe the situation. Note that the involvement of the central 
unit CU With police alarms can be very effective in relation to 
both false and true alarms. For example, the police facility 14 
might be noti?ed: “no perpetrator is visible but the ‘emer 
gency’ door is open, We are monitoring.” 
[0035] Furthermore, the central unit CU may automatically 
place an emergency call (for example, to indicate armed 
robbery in progress) to the appropriate police department, 
determined by a database associated With the particular one of 
the locations L1-Ln at Which the incident is occurring, for 
example by using ANI as described beloW. In the interim, the 
operator may describe the situation to the dispatcher at the 
police department or may be connected directly to the 
responding patrol car. Alternatively, the operator may actuate 
an autodialer, such that the autodialer code number (obtained 
from the central unit database) displayed on the operator’s 
video terminal connects him or her to the appropriate police 
department. In the event there are complications, the operator 
may use a regular telephone or a cellular telephone and manu 
ally dial the telephone number displayed on the video termi 
nal. 
[0036] Preliminarily, considering an exemplary sequence 
of operations With reference to FIG. 1, assume that the loca 
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tion L1, a bank, is entered by a person carrying a gun With an 
intent to commit robbery. At some point, as described in detail 
beloW, the intention of the person may become knoWn and 
manifest by a command signal, variously generated at the 
location L1. As a result, telephone equipment at the location 
L1 is actuated, prompting dial-up operations to accomplish a 
connection from the bank location L1 through the telephone 
system TS and the computer 12 to one of the videophone 
stations V1-Vn. Assume for example that the videophone 
station V1 is involved. As described in detail beloW, in such a 
situation, the called number to the computer 12 (originated by 
the location L1) indicates the nature of the special situation, 
e.g., “emergency” or “alert”. That is, the nature of the situa 
tion is indicated by dialed number identi?cation signals 
(DNIS) using a capability readily available from the tele 
phone system TS, as for example on the so-called D-channel. 
The dialed number identi?cation signals (DNIS) may like 
Wise indicate the type of location Where the special situation 
is occurring, for example, Where certain monitors at the cen 
tral unit CU are dedicated only to supermarkets and others 
only to banks or the like. 

[0037] It is to be noted that While the D-channel provides 
one operational con?guration, some DNIS and/orANI (Auto 
matic Number Identi?cation) data signals can be received 
in-band Without D-channel apparatus. In any event, DNIS 
signals indicate the called number from the bank location L1. 
With the provided data (eg using DNIS for situation, ANI for 
identi?cation) the computer 12 fetches identi?cation data for 
a graphic display at the videophone station V1. Thus, the 
videophone station V1 displays a video scene Within the bank 
location L1 along With graphic data, for example, to indicate: 
the nature of the special situation, e.g. “alert” or “emer 
gency”, the location, key personnel and so on. Of course, 
image enhancing techniques, as associated With current 
videophone technology for enlarging the signals received at 
the central unit CU or to provide higher resolution pictures 
may be utiliZed. Accordingly, large monitors may be utiliZed 
at the central station for vieWing such enhanced images. 
[0038] Altemately, personnel at the remote location under 
scrutiny may call a predetermined telephone number for the 
central unit CU, Whereby as disclosed beloW, the use of ARU 
(FIG. 9) interactive technology including voice generators 
can prompt entry by TOUCH TONE® (DTMF pad entry) of 
remote location code number or predetermined situation 
codes (With DNIS). For example, personnel from the remote 
location may be given by voice prompts, either live or prere 
corded, for example, “Please enter your remote location code 
folloWed by the situation code, 1 for emergency or 2 for alert.” 

[0039] By using dedicated communication lines to remote 
locations L1-Ln, telephones at the remote locations may be 
con?gured to ansWer after a predetermined number of rings, 
e.g., three rings. Thus, regular polling of the remote locations 
L1-Ln at selected or random times during the day determines 
if the line is operational. In the event the line is busy or out of 
order, an “alert” situation may be communicated to the central 
unit CU Whereby the police may be summoned to investigate 
the situation at that particular location Ln. Alternately, to save 
telephone expenses and avoidbilling, the central unit CU may 
initiate a call to determine if a line is operative, but, terminate 
the call upon making the determination during the initial 
stage that the situation is normal. For example, the system 
may terminate a call after tWo rings rather than Wait from an 
ansWer at three rings. Also, detectors located at the remote 
locations L1-Ln could indicate an “alert” situation to the 
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central unit CU, for example, in the event a lens has been 
deliberately covered to prevent scrutiny. Alternatively, 
remote locations may provide distinctive or unique audio 
tones recognized by the central units CU in the event fraudu 
lent replacement of telephones or the like to simulate a normal 
situation is contemplated by offenders. 
[0040] As another feature, an incoming line can be desig 
nated at the central unit CU, as an 800 line to receive calls 
from any telephone to prompt scrutiny. For example, a call on 
the line may be ansWered by an interface or an operator to be 
noti?ed to establish scrutiny at a speci?ed location. In that 
regard, the location might be speci?ed by ANI signals. 
Accordingly, a person at a security location Who becomes 
aWare of a potential danger can simply call the designated 
number from any telephone to instigate scrutiny. 
[0041] At the central unit CU, the emergency display con 
tinues With the system implementing manual controls as dis 
closed in detail beloW. For example, the status of the situation 
can be altered, various cameras at the location L1 may be 
selected, scenes may be modi?ed and audio or video may be 
controlled. Note that the cameras may be of various kinds, for 
example, Wireless, panning, Zoom and so on. Also, the cam 
eras may be operated to modify scenes by panning, Zooming, 
tilting or providing freeZe frames, as desired. Furthermore, a 
record (VCR) may be made of all received signals as for 
subsequent study. Note also that by assigning each of the 
locations L1-Ln, a distinct DNIS (called number) identi?ca 
tion data in the memory can be accessed accurately by the 
DNIS number if desired. 

[0042] Recapitulating to some extent, at the central unit 
CU, multiple operators at single monitors may be utiliZed, 
With calls sequenced to each operator depending upon the 
cumulative handling capability of each operator. For 
example, if a particular operator is handling calls at the aver 
age rate of six seconds each, calls to that operator Will be 
sequenced at that rate. Furthermore, selective distribution of 
calls may be appropriate, for example calls reporting “emer 
gency” situations may be forWarded to a particular operator 
trained in emergency procedures. Alternatively, calls may be 
routed to the next available operator. In addition, as the calls 
are queued in sequence, calls reporting “emergency” or 
“alert” situations may precede other routing calls in accor 
dance With an override feature. 

[0043] To consider the operation of the embodiment in 
someWhat greater detail, reference Will noW be made to FIG. 
2 generally shoWing a plan vieW of a portion of an illustrative 
bank location. It should be recogniZed that various other 
arrangements of cameras may be installed at supermarkets, 
parking structures, quality control facilities and the like. 
[0044] FIG. 2 illustrates a layout of video cameras along 
With sensors and sWitches that may be employed to indicate 
situations in the bank. The individual cameras, sWitches and 
sensors (including manual sWitches) may take a multitude of 
forms. For example, the sensors might be sonic, infrared, 
visible light, metal detectors, and so on. 
[0045] As another consideration With respect to an indi 
vidual location or facility, as described in detail beloW, the 
active sensors and cameras may be modi?ed manually or in 
accordance With an operating schedule for the location. For 
example, When a bank is closed, it may be prudent to elimi 
nate cashier WindoW monitoring and concentrate on access 
points. In a related context, a location might be selectively 
monitored, e.g., access points only, When the installation is 
“armed”, as When alarms are set. When the installation is 
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“armed”, a message is conveyed to the central unit CU to 
commence speci?c monitoring. Alternately, a location may 
be monitored at speci?c preprogrammed times, controlled by 
a clock. For example, a select bank may be monitored 
betWeen 10:00 am and 4:00 pm. Additionally, at that bank 
location, varying observation times for different cameras may 
be programmed. For example, the vieW from one camera 
might be taken for tWenty seconds, folloWed by a vieW from 
another camera for ten seconds, then Zooming onto a vault 
that Would appear for ten seconds. 
[0046] In the context of an ATM site, motion detectors may 
be utiliZed to detect approaching individuals, Whereby the 
motion detector upon detecting an individual initiates contact 
With the central unit CU for vieWing. Alternately, entry of a 
PIN (personal identi?cation number) by an ATM customer 
may likeWise initiate contact. It is also contemplated that 
initiating contact With the central unit CU could be controlled 
by the clock, such that the central unit CU may be con?gured 
only to receive calls at select intervals of time, for example 
betWeen 7 pm. and 12 am. Additionally, the system may be 
con?gured such that DNIS and ANI communication features 
cross reference With the clock prior to ansWering. For 
example, if the present time is betWeen 5 pm. and 10 p.m., 
select calls are not accepted. 

[0047] Considering FIG. 2 in greater detail, four teller Win 
doWs T1-T4 are illustrated (right) in a room 16 adjacent a desk 
area 15 indicated to be partially enclosed. At the other side of 
the room 16, an entrance 18 is represented. Thus, in a some 
What simpli?ed traditional arrangement, bank customers 
enter the room 16 through the entrance 18 to transact business 
either at one of the teller WindoWs T1-T4 or in the area 15. 

[0048] Of course, the extent of coverage and the position of 
cameras is expected to vary Widely in different installations. 
HoWever, in the exemplary arrangement of FIG. 1, a camera 
C1 provides a Wide-angle vieW of the transaction area. A 
camera C2 covers the area 15 and cameras C3, C4, C5 and C6 
are concentrated respectively on the teller WindoWs T1, T2, 
T3 and T4. The cameras C1-C6 are adjustable and as a con 

sequence may Zoom, pan, tilt and freeZe frame With reference 
to a subject. Thus, considerable ?exibility is afforded in 
monitoring the room 16. Note that cellular telephone tech 
niques may be employed in relation to the locations L1-Ln, as 
for example, the camera C1 might be backed up by a cellular 
phone arrangement to function in the event of a telephone line 
severance. Battery backup, of course, is contemplated. 
[0049] Various forms of actuators or sensors may be pro 
vided to indicate a special or urgent situation at the bank. For 
example, as illustrated in FIG. 2, manual silent alarm 
sWitches S1-S4 are provided at a convenient location for each 
of the teller WindoWs T1-T4 respectively. Typically, the 
sWitches S1-S4 Would be positioned to enable subtle actua 
tion. In FIG. 2, the sWitches S1-S4 are labeled “R” (red) to 
indicate an “emergency” situation on actuation. That is, if a 
teller actuates one of the manual sWitches, a realistic possi 
bility exists that the teller is being held up and a “red” or 
“emergency” situation is indicated. 
[0050] The area 15 containing a desk 20 is provided With 
three manual sWitches, S5, S6 and S7, each to manifest a 
situation of a different type. Speci?cally, the sWitch S5 indi 
cates an “emergency” or “red” situation, the sWitch S6 indi 
cates an “alert” or “yelloW” situation and the sWitch S7 indi 
cates a “routine” or “green” situation. 

[0051] The desk 20 also is equipped With a telephone 
instrument represented by an encircled letter “T” and desig 
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nated “21”. The telephone 21 is coupled into the system and 
may be employed to interface the central unit CU (FIG. 1) as 
described beloW. 
[0052] In addition to manual sWitches, automatic sensors 
are represented in FIG. 2. Speci?cally, a sWitch S8 comprises 
an infrared sensor for detecting motion. Of course, various 
forms of sensors and various operating philosophies may be 
implemented. For example, in the arrangement of FIG. 2, the 
absence of motion (routine business) Within the room 16 
actuates the sensor sWitch 18 to indicate an alert situation. 
Alternatively, motion in certain areas, at certain times may 
indicate an emergency. 

[0053] SWitch S9 is embodied as a doorWay metal detector. 
Accordingly, passage through the entrance 18 by a person 
bearing a Weapon actuates the sWitch S9 to command an 
“alert” or “yelloW” situation. As indicated, commanding any 
situation actuates the system to establish communication 
from the bank location L1 to the central unit CU to initiate 
monitoring, recording and selective involvement. 
[0054] To consider the system of the disclosed embodiment 
in someWhat greater detail, reference noW Will be made to 
FIG. 3 in Which previously identi?ed components bear simi 
lar reference numbers. Accordingly, the dial-up telephone 
system (center) is designated TS, scrutiny locations (right) 
are designated Ll-Ln and a plurality of central units CU1 
CUN are connected through a central unit sWitch CUS. Gen 
erally, the sWitch CUS may implement various control for 
mats to selectively allocate communications betWeen the 
central units CU1-CUN. 
[0055] In accordance With one exemplary system, the mul 
tiple central units CUl-CUN may be employed to monitor 
Widely distributed locations With capabilities of routing calls 
to each other. Also, each of the central units CUl-CUN, 
multiple operator may be used such that calls are sequenced to 
each operator depending upon the cumulative handling capa 
bility of each operator. 
[0056] Recapitulating to some extent, the dial-up telephone 
system TS accomplishes communication through the sWitch 
CUS betWeen a select central unit CUl-CUN end the indi 
vidual scrutiny locations Ll-Ln. The communication may be 
initiated either by the central unit CU1 or any one of the 
scrutiny locations Ll-Ln. Assume connection to the central 
unit CU1. Typically, during intervals of routine operation, the 
central unit CU1 initiates contact With the scrutiny locations 
Ll-Ln in sequence (either predetermined, such as When 
scheduled, or randomly, such as on demand or randomly 
scheduled) to afford momentary vieWing of scrutiny loca 
tions. HoWever, it should be noted that continuing scrutiny, 
i.e., clocked scrutiny for an entire eight hour shift also is likely 
for certain various high risk locations. 
[0057] Upon the occurrence of a condition at one of the 
scrutiny locations Ll-Ln suggesting or indicating a special 
situation, or merely as a check, a command signal may be 
initiated either manually or automatically to accomplish the 
communication. Such a command signal indicates either a 
“routine” situation (green), an “alert” situation (yelloW) or an 
“emergency” situation (red). 
[0058] Only one of the scrutiny location structures Ll-Ln is 
disclosed in detail in FIG. 3. Speci?cally, in the scrutiny 
location L1, at least one television unit 26 is provided for 
producing a television signal representing both video and 
audio. That is, as illustrated in FIG. 2, several separate tele 
vision units may be provided to cover different areas of a 
scrutiny location or provide different aspects. Each unit 26 
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includes the elements of a videophone, e.g. camera, display, 
speakerphone, etc., along With control capability as disclosed 
beloW. Audio and video signals from the television unit 26 
(along With any duplicate units) are provided to a telephone 
interface control unit 28 incorporating a videophone encoder 
decoder (CODEC) chip set, a telephone sWitch and a control 
computer. A form of the interface unit 28 is treated in detail 
beloW. HoWever, the unit has the capability to accommodate 
videophone operation along With telephone sWitching and a 
variety of control functions. 
[0059] The interface unit 28 also is connected to several 
operating devices including an auto dialer 30, a memory 32 
and status controls 34. These structures are disclosed in some 
What greater detail beloW; hoWever, the auto dialer 30 may 
take any Well knoWn form of such units as may the memory 
32. The status controls 34 may take a multitude of different 
forms as considered to some extent With reference to FIG. 2. 
That is, the status controls 34 may include manual sWitches, 
photoelectric sensors, infrared sensors, visible light sensors, 
metal detectors and even threshold sonic detectors. For 
example, a sonic detector might signal a gunshot to command 
an emergency status. 

[0060] The interface unit 28 is also connected to a video 
recorder (VCR) 35, Which may be set to record continuously 
or intermittently to provide historical data for fraud preven 
tion or the like. On receiving a request command, for example 
from the central unit CU1 (shoWn in detail), the video 
recorder 35 may transmit compressed video signals of the 
recording to the central unit CU1. Alternatively, employees at 
the remote scrutiny location L1 may initiate transmission of 
compressed video signals When indicating an emergency 
situation. Of course, continuous recording by the video 
recorder 35 may be suspended When the central unit CU1 
initiates contact With the scrutiny location L1 and during 
momentary vieWing thereof. In the event, the scrutiny loca 
tion L1 is at an ATM site Where each transaction is typically 
recorded, such video recordings or portions thereof may be 
transmitted to the central unit CU1 upon receiving a com 
mand therefrom. 
[0061] At locations Where multiple cameras are positioned, 
a single video recorder 35 may be connected to the multiple 
cameras via a sWitching device (though shoWn as part of the 
video recorder 35, may be separate therefrom) to control and 
sequence the recordings from the cameras. A sWitching 
device such as the intelligent sequential sWitcher manufac 
tured by SONY, under Model No. YS-S100 may be used to 
control and sequence multiple recordings. 
[0062] Alternatively, in some situations Where a video 
recorder 35 is connected at the central unit CU1, select froZen 
frames of vieWings or a speci?c time period of each momen 
tary vieWing can be recorded, for example tWo seconds (spe 
ci?c time period) of the tWenty seconds (momentary vieWing) 
for each remote location. 

[0063] LikeWise, the interface unit may be connected to a 
printer 37 for providing a printed record of each predeter 
mined or random momentary vieWing, indicating the date, 
time, location, period of monitoring, etc. Thus, a detailed 
hard-copy record is developed. 
[0064] To consider an exemplary operation sequence 
Within the location L1, upon the actuation of one of the status 
controls 34 (special situation signal), the unit 28 fetches tWo 
distinct telephone numbers, i.e., a called number and a calling 
number. The called number comprises one of the numbers for 
establishing communication With the central unit CU. Of 
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several such numbers, each indicates an individual status. For 
example, called numbers for the central unit CU might be 
assigned as indicated by the following chart: 

CHART 1 

Remote Location Calls 

Called No. Status Time 

555-1 1 l l Routine (G) Preset 
555-2222 Alert (Y) Hold-Manual Control 
555-3333 Emergency (R) Hold-Manual Control 

[0065] Thus, the unit 28, by selecting a calling number for 
the central unit CU1, indicates status at the central unit. 
Accordingly, if a status control 34 at the scrutiny location L1 
detects an emergency situation, the unit 28 commands the 
memory 32 (look-up table) to provide a telephone number 
“555-3333” for actuating the auto dialer 30 to produce dial 
signals (through unit 28) to the dial-up telephone system TS. 
Accordingly, connection is established With the central unit 
CU indicating an “emergency” status, i.e. “condition red”. 
The “emergency” signal Would be indicated at the central unit 
CU by Dialed Number Identi?cation Signals (DNIS) utiliZing 
facilities readily available and provided by the dial-up tele 
phone system TS through the so-called D-channel or in-band 
signaling apparatus. 
[0066] The dial-up telephone system TS also provides 
Automatic Number Identi?cation (ANI) signals indicating 
the calling number on the so-called D-channel or in-band 
signaling apparatus. In the disclosed embodiment, such sig 
nals identify the location of the remote scrutiny station L1 to 
the central unit CU1. Note, that the memory 32 may provide 
alternate forms of calling signals commanding a speci?c out 
going line from the telephone interface and control unit 28 to 
afford additional communication. For example, ANI signals 
alternately might command either status, other situations or 
related data. 

[0067] Upon attaining communication With the central unit 
CU1, the remote scrutiny location L1 is in videophone com 
munication With the central unit CU1. Speci?cally, the tele 
vision unit 26 provides videophone signals through the unit 
28 and the dial-up telephone system TS to the central unit 
CU1 to manifest the current circumstances in the form of a 
scene and graphics and in some cases audio signals. 

[0068] Summarizing to some extent, upon the actuation of 
a command signal at a scrutiny location, eg scrutiny location 
L1, a connection is established from the scrutiny location L1 
to the central unit CU1 through the telephone system TS. 
Additionally, signals are provided (ANI and DNIS) at the 
central unit CU1 to indicate the speci?c identi?cation of the 
scrutiny location L1 and the status affording the basis for the 
call. 

[0069] As another aspect hereof, the system may test con 
ditions at a location prior to, or as part of providing a display. 
Human involvement may accordingly be reduced. For 
example a video picture can be digitiZed and recorded to 
provide a video recording that indicates a scene at a speci?c 
instance of time. If that scene does not change, to some extent, 
the assumption is that it is secure. Accordingly, after the time 
of recording the scene, another video picture is provided, 
digitiZed and compared With the ?rst picture. Unless the 
change amounts to a predetermined percentage or part of the 
total picture, the location is assumed to be secure. As an 
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example, a closed vault door may be the subject of the picture. 
If it is opened on a subsequent check to indicate a substantial 
change in the picture, an emergency is indicated and the 
system should be activated to provide a display. Additionally, 
depending upon monitoring periods, if a video picture is 
compared With a previous one, for example after ten minutes, 
and only a change of 5% is perceived, it can be safely con 
cluded that everything is normal. Accordingly, transmission 
of video pictures to the central unit CU may be suspended. 
Such comparator circuitry may be provided at the remote 
locations L1-Ln or at the central unit CU1. 

[0070] Within the exemplary central unit CU1, a telephone 
sWitch 42 accommodates both incoming and outgoing traf?c 
serving a plurality of video display stations or terminals 
V1 -Vn. Each of the terminals V1-Vn incorporates the capa 
bility of a videophone (CODEC chip set, display, camera, 
speakerphone, keypad, control, etc.) along With additional 
control functions as described beloW. In that regard, the dis 
play terminals V1 -Vn may incorporate relatively large moni 
tors and a variety of other enhanced apparatus for more effec 
tive prolonged human use. 

[0071] Each of the video terminals V1 -Vn are connected to 
a control system 44 that is in turn connected to an auto dialer 
46, a memory 48 and a video audio recorder 50 (video and 
audio capability). Essentially, these units are time shared by 
the video terminals V1 -Vn. In that regard, capability may be 
provided in the control system 44 to transfer connections to 
locations L1-Ln as betWeen the terminals V1 -Vn. For 
example, in that regard, operators at the terminals V1 -Vn may 
be specialists for various conditions With designated calls 
routed to speci?c terminals and transfer capability to accom 
modate changes in situations. 
[0072] Recapitulating, as explained above, the exemplary 
central unit CU1 functions both to initiate outgoing calls and 
receive incoming calls for ?exibly monitoring the remote 
scrutiny locations L1-Ln. To continue With the explanation of 
an incoming call, When the telephone sWitch 42 in the central 
unit CU1 receives an incoming call, it Will be connected to 
one of the video terminals V1-Vn. Concurrently, incoming 
data signals (DNIS andANI) are passed to the control system 
44. From the memory 48, the system 44 fetches the identi? 
cation of the location L1 and the designated status, e. g., 
“emergency”, “alert”, or “routine”. With such signal repre 
sented data, the control system 44 may select a speci?c one of 
the terminals, e.g. terminal V1, to handle the call. The control 
system 44 then provides computer graphic signals to the 
selected video terminal V1 supplementing the coupled tele 
vision scene display. Speci?cally, the video terminal V1 pre 
sents a vieWer With a composite display of a scene at the 
location L1 along With appropriate graphic data. For example, 
assuming the location L1 is a bank branch of?ce, the display 
by the terminal V1 could be someWhat as represented in FIG. 
4. In that regard, the display has been simpli?ed for purposes 
of explanation, particularly With regard to the room interior. 
[0073] FIG. 4 shoWs the screen 60 of the terminal V1 
depicting the scene inside the bank at the location L1. In the 
foreground, a group of people 62 are indicated to be standing 
in line at a teller WindoW 64. Other people 66 are indicated to 
be standing near an entry door 68. As shoWn, note that in the 
scene, the graphics also indicate the door is located on 3rd 
Street. It should be noted that a graphical cursor 71 indicating 
N/ S/ E/ W is displayed. A considerable amount of other 
graphic information supplements the scene display as indi 
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cated, speci?cally in the form of control status data 70 and 
location identi?cation data 72. 
[0074] Generally, the elements of the graphic data are self 
evident. However, the ?rst line of the identi?cation data 72 
indicates a telephone number for the scrutiny location, the 
next several lines indicate the name of the facility at the 
location L1, the address, and key personnel. Finally, the last 
line of the identi?cation data 72 indicates a telephone number 
for the police station serving the location L1. 
[0075] Typically, upon the initiation of communication 
betWeen one of the display terminals V1-Vn and one of the 
scrutiny locations L1-Ln, the identi?cation data 72 is pre 
sented and remains displayed Without change. HoWever, the 
control status data 70 (loWer left) may be varied, depending 
on speci?c operating conditions as Will noW be considered. 

[0076] As illustrated in FIG. 4, the control status data 70 
reveals an “alert” status (situation “yelloW”), the scene being 
presented by the camera C1 and the outgoing audio (central 
unit CU to location L1) being “on”. Typically, the outgoing 
audio Would not be active on initial contact. HoWever, the 
initial conditions Would be established and programmed 
depending on location, schedule, etc., the program being 
provided by the memory 48 (FIG. 3). HoWever, after connec 
tion, the conditions may be varied to accommodate different 
situations as perceived either at the terminal V1 in the central 
unit CU1, or at the location L1. For example, a manager at the 
desk 20 (FIG. 2) may use the telephone instrument 21 to 
command a change. In a similar Way, changes can be com 
manded from the terminal V1 as Will noW be considered in 
detail. 

[0077] Recapitulating, the terminal V1 (FIG. 3) has been 
described to be in communication With the location L1 to 
provide a display as illustrated in FIG. 4. In addition to the 
display, the terminals V1 -Vn incorporate a substantial control 
panel that my be embodied as part of a personal computer 
keyboard. Speci?cally, the control panel for each terminal 
V1 -Vn includes all the current controls for a videophone, plus 
dedicated controls relating to the disclosed system. In that 
regard, in the interest of avoiding undue complications, only 
a fragment of the representative panel for the terminal V1 is 
shoWn in FIG. 5. Note that one panel could be used or could 
share multiple displays. 
[0078] Speci?cally, the fragment of the panel 80 of FIG. 5 
incorporates a traditional tWelve-button telephone pad 82 
bearing the numerals “1” through “0” along With the sym 
bols“*” and “#” for generating DTMF signals in accordance 
With standard convention. Additionally, various speci?c con 
trols are provided. An on-off button 84 controls outgoing 
audio. A toggle 86 controls the volume of incoming audio.An 
on-off sWitch 88 controls outgoing video. A pair of toggle 
sWitches 90 and 91 respectively control zooming and panning 
camera operations. A push button sWitch 93 serves to halt a 
sequence of displays may be simultaneously displayed from 
remote locations locking onto the current display (freeze 
frame) for closer observation to investigate suspicious activ 
ity or record data on a suspicious individual for closer obser 
vation and in some cases higher resolution at a later time. In 
addition, another toggle sWitch 95 controls tilting camera 
operations and a push button 97 advances the freeze frame for 
subsequent observation. A pushbutton sWitch 99 serves to 
manually advance or request the next display in the sequence 
of displays.A control sWitch 101 regulates the speed at Which 
the sequence of displays are vieWed. Finally, a signal lamp 
103 illuminates to indicate that a video camera has become 
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inoperative. For example, the lens of a camera might be 
deliberately covered or spray painted at the outset of a rob 
bery. As disclosed beloW, the system should then advance to 
another camera Within the remote location. 

[0079] Recognizing that communications to the terminal 
V1 can be variously initiated, the control panel 80 enables 
various commands. Again, recognize that communication 
may be established in a program sequence as described in 
more detail beloW or originated at either the central unit CU or 
a remote location L1-Ln. Generally, by using the telephone 
keypad 82 on the panel 80, various control functions can be 
accomplished as indicated by the folloWing chart. 

CHART 2 

Command Name Operation 

30 Status Designates a status command is to 
folloW 

31 Routine Sets “routine” status 
32 Alert Sets “alert” status 
33 Emergency Sets “emergency” status 
40 Camera Designates a camera command is to 

folloW 
41 Camera C1 Sets camera C1 active 
42 Camera C2 Sets camera C2 active 
43 Camera C3 Sets camera C3 active 

1 
l 
l 

50 Synthesized Designates a synthesized voice 
Voice command is to folloW 

51 Observed Actuate voice generator to 
announce: “You are being 
observed. . . ” 

52 Recorded Actuates voice generator to 
l announce: “You are being 
I recorded. . . ” 

l 
# Execute Execute entered command 
* Clear Clears any entered or partially 

entered command 
11* All Clear Clears all commands to receive 

fresh operating commands 

[0080] To consider some examples, if the observer of the 
screen 60 (FIG. 4) perceives that the situation has become 
dangerous, touching the keypad buttons for “3” and “0” fol 
loWed by the buttons designated “3” and “3” Will change the 
represented status to situation “red” (R), i.e., “emergency”. 
Note that as indicated in the display (FIG. 4), the status 
situations are indicated as a part of the status data. Also, the 
status data may be presented in three different colors, e. g. red, 
yelloW and green, to indicate the situation someWhat more 
emphatically. 
[0081] To consider another circumstance, in vieWing a dis 
play on the screen 60 (FIG. 4), the video may be lost or the 
observer at the terminal V1 (FIG. 3) may Wish to concentrate 
on a speci?c one of the teller WindoWs T1-T4 as represented 
in FIG. 2. For example, it may be desirable to actuate the 
display of camera C3 (FIG. 2, upper right) directed at the 
teller WindoW T1 . Accordingly, the keypad 82 is actuated ?rst 
by touching buttons or keys “4” and “0” folloWed by the 
numerals “4” and “3” to actuate the camera C3. As a result, 
the display of the screen 60 is shifted to a vieW of the teller 
WindoW T1. 
[0082] To consider still another control operation, observa 
tion of the display on the screen 60 (FIG. 4) may suggest that 
some audio communication may be desirable from the video 
terminal V1 to the bank location L1. Initially, the audio “on 
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off” button 84 (FIG. 5) Would be actuated to initiate audio 
communication. In that regard, note that audio communica 
tion from the bank to the video terminal V1, i.e., audio “in” is 
usually active. 
[0083] After actuating the outgoing audio to the bank loca 
tion L1 (FIG. 1), the operator at the terminal V1 may elect 
betWeen speaking an audio message or selecting a prere 
corded audio message from memory and utiliZing a voice 
generator as Will be explained in greater detail beloW. In that 
regard, some situations may be particularly tense and a desir 
able procedure Would involve simply indicating to those 
present in the bank location L1 that the entire scene is under 
surveillance and a video record is being produced. Activating 
an audio record carrying the message in a powerful and con 
?dent voice may be the prudent course of action. Under such 
circumstances, as indicated in the above chart of commands, 
the operator may simply touch the buttons “5”, “0” to com 
mand a synthesiZed voice message, then touch a speci?c 
command for a particular message. For example, the buttons 
of“5” and “1” command the vocaliZation ofa message “You 
are being observed . . . ”. 

[0084] Note that after each command is issued, the operator 
must touch the numeral or pound symbol (“#”) button to 
execute the entered command. To clear any entered or par 
tially entered command, Without execution, the operator sim 
ply touches the asterisk (“*”) button. Finally, clearing the 
operating commands totally involves touching the code: “1, 
l, *”. 
[0085] With the system in a cleared state, any of a variety of 
operational commands may be given, for example, a partial 
list of such commands is: 

CHART 3 

Command Name Operation 

20 Op. Comm. Operational commands to folloW 
21 Pre. Seq. Revert to sequencing a 

predetermined program of 
locations 

22 Rand. Seq. Revert to sequencing a random 
program of locations 

23 Set Call Dial up a select location as 
identi?ed by a four-digit number 
to folloW 

24 Police Actuate police connection 
I l l 
l l l 
l l l 

[0086] As an example, touching the keypad 82 (FIG. 5) to 
enter “2” and “0” indicates an operational command folloWs. 
Thereafter, entering “2” and “l” prompts the system to revert 
to a sequencing operation as described above in accordance 
With a predetermined program scheduling communication 
and monitor displays of individual remote locations. Alterna 
tively, entering the numerals “2” and “2” initiates another 
form of sequencing in Which the control computer provides a 
random program (Within limits) to randomly observe or 
monitor remote locations. Note that dWell time may vary 
Widely or be programmed for individual locations L1-Ln. 
[0087] As other operating examples, entering the numerals 
“2” and “3” indicates that the operator Will next enter a 
four-digit number designating a particular remote location 
thereby providing a memory location address from Which a 
telephone number for the location Will be fetched and 
employed to actuate an automatic dialer as described beloW. 
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Finally, as another example, indicated in the above chart, 
actuating the keypad 82 (FIG. 5) to enter the numerals “2” and 
“4” establishes connection With the police facility 14 (FIG. 1) 
thereby bringing such a facility into communication With the 
system in various arrangements. 
[0088] Quality control monitoring involves rather different 
operations. For example, an inspector observing a plurality of 
fast food sites, such as “McDonalds”, may Wish to instruct an 
employee, “Put on your food handling gloves,” by use of the 
on-off button 84. Alternatively, the inspector may request 
inspection of the facility for regulation purposes. 
[0089] Along the same lines, routine supervision of trans 
actions, e. g. deposits and WithdraWals of funds, at bank 
vaults, grocery chains or convenience stores, or the like can be 
remotely monitored and even recorded to deter foulplay. 
[0090] Similarly, at banks, supermarkets or the like, market 
research can be performed by monitoring all the transactions 
and observing people’s reaction to neW interest rates, prod 
ucts, etc. The on-off audio button may be used for interactive 
communication With customers, if desired. 
[0091] From the above descriptions, it is apparent that the 
disclosed system utiliZes videophone technology in combi 
nation With other telephone system technology along With 
computer control and graphics technology to accomplish 
effective security monitoring and, to some extent, active 
involvement. To explain the system in greater detail, the struc 
tural components noW Will be considered. First, the central 
unit CU is treated With reference to FIG. 6. As mentioned 
above, elements previously described bear similar reference 
numerals. Accordingly, a plurality of individual monitor Work 
stations V1-Vn for involved security monitoring are repre 
sented at the bottom of FIG. 6. As the terminals are similar, 
only V1 is shoWn in any detail. As indicated above, the ter 
minals V1-Vn are collectively served by the other apparatus 
of the central unit as illustrated in FIG. 6. 

[0092] To accomplish a complete understanding, the expla 
nation of the central unit of FIG. 6 noW may best be pursued 
by assuming certain circumstances and proceeding to 
describe the attendant operation concurrently With the intro 
duction of any fresh components. Accordingly, inbound call 
ing operations initially Will be treated folloWed by a compre 
hensive treatment of outbound calling procedures. 
[0093] Initially, as described above, inbound calls are 
received through the telephonic interconnection 102 (FIG. 6, 
upper left) accommodated by the interface telephone sWitch 
42 as Well knoWn in the art. The information signals accom 
panying calls (ANI and DNIS) are passed to a D-channel 
circuit 104 as for decoding. That is, as indicated above, the 
calling number signals (ANI) identify the calling remote 
location. The called number signals (DNIS) indicate the state 
or situation prompting the call, e.g., designations “green”, 
“yelloW” and “red” respectively indicating “routine”, “alert” 
and “emergency” situations. 
[0094] Information carried by the ANI and DNIS signals is 
supplied from the circuit 104 to the memory 48 upper right 
through the control computer 44. Speci?cally, a line 103 
carries the situation information (DNIS) While a line 105 
carries the call identi?cation (ANI-Caller I.D.). Consider the 
ANI processing initially. 
[0095] From the control computer 44, the representative 
ANI signals address the memory 48 to fetch detailed graphic 
information, speci?cally the identi?cation data 72 as illus 
trated in FIG. 4. A signal represented form of such data is 
supplied from the control computer 44 through one of a series 
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of graphic lines G1-Gn to a selected one of the monitor 
stations V1 -Vn. Application to the stationV1 Will be assumed 
in pursuing the explanation, hoWever, details of such selec 
tion are treated beloW. 

[0096] Within the station V1, the graphic identi?cation sig 
nal data on a caller is received by a graphics generator 108 for 
processing into avideo signal that is supplied to avideo mixer 
110. The output from the video mixer 110 drives a monitor 
114 to provide a scene-graphics display. 
[0097] As a concurrent operation With the ANI signal pro 
cessing, the DNIS signal representation also is applied by the 
control computer 44 to the memory 48 for fetching an indi 
cation of the location status. Signal representations of the 
status also are supplied from the computer 44 to the graphics 
generator 108 and produce a situation representation (see 
status data 70, FIG. 4). Thus, the video mixer 110 receives 
comprehensive graphic signals for display concurrent With 
the picture scene representation, the signal source of Which 
Will noW be considered. 

[0098] With the completed telephonic connection from the 
remote location (FIG. 1), as assumed above the speci?c 
incoming line is coupled to the monitor station V1. Speci? 
cally, the videophone signals are received by a videophone 
signal processor 112 (FIG. 6) for driving the video monitor 
114 incorporating the display screen 60. Speci?cally, the 
signal processor 112 is coupled to the video mixer 110 to 
provide the scene content of the display. 
[0099] The videophone signal processor 112 incorporates a 
video CODEC along With computing capability and may take 
the form of anAVPlOOO video CODEC chip set as available 
from AT&T. Essentially, the CODEC chip set accomplishes 
videophone operation and consists of a video encoder, a video 
decoder and an internal system controller. As knoWn, the 
system controller provides and receives: video data, audio 
data and data signals. In that regard, the videophone processor 
112 is illustrated With cable (multiple path) connections. That 
is, path or line P1 is one ofa series oflines Pl-Pn carrying an 
encoded videophone signal betWeen the sWitch 42 and the 
processor 112. A line 113 then carries received video data to 
the video mixer. A line 115 (bus or cable) carries several other 
signals to the monitor 114, speci?cally, transmitted and 
received audio, transmitted video and data signals. The video 
phone processor 112 also is connected to the control com 
puter 44 for data signal How. 
[0100] In addition to the display screen 60, the monitor 114 
incorporates a speakerphone 116 and a video camera 120. As 
indicated above, signals from the speakerphone 116 and the 
video camera 120 are selectively transmitted to the remote 
location through the line 115 and the processor 112 under 
manual control. 
[0101] Recapitulating to some extent, on receipt of an 
incoming call, ANI and DNIS data is processed along With the 
subsequent encoded videophone signal for application to a 
select monitor station to provide the picture display (scene 
and graphics) as generally represented in FIG. 4. Upon such 
an occurrence, the manual control panel 80 (FIGS. 5 and 6) 
adjacent the monitor 114 may be utiliZed to accomplish a 
number of operations including: changing the status, select 
ing a particular camera and controlling the Zooming or pan 
ning of the camera, actuating either audio or video manifes 
tations at the bank location L1, effecting a police connection, 
and so on. Accordingly, any of a number of courses may be 
pursued under the control of a trained operator including 
supplements to the video record as in the form of comments. 
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As indicated above, for example, the operator can command 
a synthesiZed voice message to be delivered audibly at the 
location L1. Speci?cally, voice data is draWn from the 
memory 48 (audio dictionary), a message is formulated by the 
central computer using Well knoWn techniques of the art and 
provided to a voice generator 111. The audio output from the 
voice generator 111 is processed by the processor 112 or, as 
illustrated, by the telephone interface sWitch 102. In any event 
communication is to the location L1. 

[0102] In the operation of the system embracing the exem 
plary formats as treated above and beloW, a record is made for 
billing purposes. That is, a billing data memory 49 (upper left, 
FIG. 6) and a printer 51 are controlled by the computer 44, 
recording all transactions in relation to billing charges. Such 
data can be variously processed at different times. 
[0103] To this point, consideration has been primarily 
directed to the treatment of incoming calls. Alternative modes 
involve the placement of outgoing calls under manual control 
and the automatic operation to provide a sequential display 
from remote locations L1-Ln. Such operations next are 
treated in detail. 
[0104] Consider ?rst the functions of the system When an 
operator manually initiates a call from the monitor station V1 
to one of the remote scrutiny locations, e.g., location L1. 
Speci?cally, assume the need to establish a connection from 
the monitor station V1 to the remote bank location L1 initi 
ated by an operator at the monitor station V1. Under such 
circumstances, the operator actuates the manual panel 80 
(FIGS. 5 and 6) using selected commands (chart above) as 
Will noW be considered. 

[0105] At the outset, a command “11*” clears the monitor 
station for manual control. Next, a command “20” indicates 
that operating commands are to folloW. The operator next 
touches “23” to indicate that a speci?c remote location num 
ber Will folloW. Continuing, the operator touches the four 
digit address signal for the location L1 in the memory 48. As 
a result, the control computer 44 (FIG. 6) addresses the 
memory 48 to fetch the telephone number for the bank loca 
tion L1. The telephone number is supplied from the memory 
48 to the control computer 44 Which actuates the auto dialer 
46 to provide the dial-up signals on an off-hook line provided 
in the coupling 102 to the dial-up telephone system TS (FIG. 
1). Typically, at the location L1 a dedicated line Will accept 
the communication. 
[0106] As With all dial-up operations, certain conditions are 
predetermined. That is, a particular camera (and settings) is 
speci?ed and a tentative status also is speci?ed. Typically, 
unless the status is speci?ed, the dial-up connection Will 
provide a “routine” or “green” status indication and utiliZe a 
camera positioned to provide a Wide-angle ?eld of vieW. Of 
course, as indicated above, the operator can immediately 
modify the initial predetermined conditions utiliZing the con 
trol commands as explained above. Thus, under manual con 
trol, the established communication may be preserved for a 
period or terminated after a quick check of the situation. 
Manual control continues until the system again is set into an 
automatic sequence mode. 
[0107] For most operating systems, it is likely that manual 
operation Will not dominate the system. Rather, during much 
of the time, the monitor stations Will collectively be pro 
grammed to automatically provide a sequential display of the 
remote locations L1-Ln. Thus, at the termination of an inter 
val of one-to-one operation, a command Will be given to 
resume sharing in the sequence monitoring. Speci?cally, as 










